
Four Seasons Mumbai India

Four Seasons Hotel Mumbai is the company’s first property on the Indian subcontinent and
introduces a significant change in design – and concept – to the city’s luxury hotel market.  
Rather than characterising the rich colonial intensity of the city’s past, the contemporary Hotel
celebrates the awakening of India's global aspirations; its gleaming glass tower extends 33
storeys above its low-rise neighbours and serves as an iconic reference to the spirit of the ‘new’
Mumbai.
The Hotel occupies a dominant central position in the emerging Worli district, which links North

and South Mumbai. It overlooks the Mahalaxmi Race Course and the Arabian Sea and is
equidistant from the Chatrapati Shivaji International Airport and the financial district of Nariman
Point.
Home to India’s richest and poorest people, Mumbai is a frenzied mass of contradictions that

can easily overwhelm first-time visitors. With a fresh and interesting array of facilities, the Hotel
provides a caring haven of comfort for guests unaccustomed to the city’s extreme social
realities; for those already mesmerised by Mumbai’s frenetic appeal, the Hotel offers a wealth of
guidance and insights to help them get more out of this fascinating city.
The Hotel has made every effort to remain sensitive to the unique cultural, social and economic

needs of the local community and makes a sincere effort to ensure a positive impact is made;
major festivals are celebrated both inside and out with decorations, displays and culinary
specialities, and senior western members of staff have been learning to speak Hindi. The Hotel
also supports the efforts of local charities working to improve the lives of the less fortunate in
the immediate vicinity.
Key features:
-Largest guest rooms and Presidential Suite in the city
-Two sleek, contemporary restaurants serving authentic Asian and Italian cuisine – set to

become favourite local establishments
-More than 500 m2 (5,381 Sq ft) of meetings and function space as well as a prestigious

private club occupying the entire top (33rd) floor
-Two-storey spa with eight treatment rooms and state of the art wet areas
-A limousine fleet of 20 BMWs 7-Series
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